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Vecos is market leader and trendsetter in the 
world of electronic locker management. 

We thrive on innovation, decisiveness and quality, 
creating new functionalities on a daily basis and 
staying in tune with the latest developments. 

The result? A locker system that has the agility 
to adapt to the needs and wants of its users.
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1      Garantuee available storage 
for anyone, anytime and 
anywhere

4      Save expensive office space 
by requiring less lockers

6      Save time on facility 
management with 
an automated locker 
management system

7      Easy app and third party 
software integration

2      Multi-purpose: personal  
& team storage, end of trip, 
parcel pick up

The Core
Set them free!

3      Manage dynamics  
and adapt to the next  
New Way of Working

5      Connect to the next 
generation of employees

8      Garantuee privacy and 
security with GDPR proof 
software

Why use Vecos?
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At Vecos we create technology that is designed 
to support and encourage dynamic and flexible 
workplaces in the way they were intended. 

With the Vecos smart, self-managing locker system, 
we help our clients create workplaces built around the 
principles of employee happiness and engagement, 
absolute freedom of movement, optimization of space 
and total control for building management. 
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Take your workplace to the next level
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In Deloitte’s smart building The EDGE there are 880 
Vecos dynamic lockers for more than 2.000 dynamic 
employees.

That is a saving of more than 50% in floor and cabinet 
space compared to traditional solutions.
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> 50% space saving with flexible and 
smart lockers at Deloitte, The Edge, 
Amsterdam

1 system> 2.000 employees 880 lockers
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Clients

Offering

IT

Organisation

1500+ 
projects

5
market 

segments

>1 million
events per day

>35%
top line growth

>99,5%
SaaS uptime

30+
back office / ERP /  

HR integrations

architecture based on
privacy and security

20+ countries
where VECOS 

products are used

5+
types of user
identification

Fully dedicated 
to smart lockers

* 1-1-2020

1.000.000+ 
users

500.000+  
lockers

This is Vecos*
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A few of the corporations 
we’ve taken to the next level
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Let’s meet!
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